Optimizing patient referrals to dental consultants: Implication of teledentistry in rural settings
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The uneven distribution of dental practitioners (particularly consultants – in Australia commonly called specialists) in Australia creates a barrier to accessing consultant level dental care. This maldistribution often results in the isolation of general dental practitioners (GDPs) practising in rural/remote settings, and the consequent lack of easy access to a second expert opinion from dental consultants. It then becomes challenging for GDP’s to weigh up cases that need consultant advice. This, at times, can contribute to under-referral or unselective referral of patients that require consultant advice, furthering the burdens on rural residents through additional travel and increased waiting times.

In Australia, distances to the nearest referral centre continue to be a matter of concern for many rural and remote residents. The traditional paper-based referral pathway has historically been the key method for sharing clinical information between GDPs and specialists; however, there is a growing risk that the referral letters may lack essential clinical information (photos, radiographs or pathology results). The problem with the traditional paper-based referral is not about the quality of the referral letter, but the inability of this method to provide timely information to specialists and provide digital data. This could lead to inappropriate referrals of cases and missing cases which require referrals. Inadequate referral letters are often associated with delayed patient assessment and contribute to delayed diagnosis and treatment of even sinister lesions (e.g., oral cancer), and less favourable outcomes for the patient.¹

In Australia patients don’t normally have direct access to specialist care, but near universally on a referral basis from a GDP. In addition, the majority of specialist dentists in Australia are working in the private sector (in major urban centres) which can add a layer of complexity, and cost, for patients including travelling and loss of productivity. In the traditional referral pathway, a patient is referred to a specialist accompanied by a referral letter. The additional digital information (clinical photographs and radiographs), which typically is not available through the traditional referral pathway, may impact not only diagnostic validity, but also clinical outcomes. Many referred cases can be assessed through good radiographs photographs and/or pathology test and a provisional treatment plan can be provided without the need for a hospital visit. In view of these limitations in traditional paper-based referral pathways and the absence of a central oral health record that connect GDPs to specialists, developing alternative referral models for managing and prioritising treatment for patients is an important opportunity.

Alternatively, dental consultants can provide consultation through the utilization of teledentistry technology. The use of teledentistry, (often seen as a sub-specialty of telehealth), has rapidly grown and proven beneficial recently.² Consultation through teledentistry can take on two modes, real-time and store-and-forward. Real-time (synchronous) consultation involves a videoconferencing between a patient and his/her practitioner at a remote site, as well as another practitioner (often a consultant) at a hub site simultaneously. The real-time application is more useful for continuing education and consultation.
between GDPs and consultants. With the majority of consultants working in the private sector, in the long-term, the use of the real-time modality in consultation can be inconvenient, time-consuming and costly, as compared to the store-and-forward consultation. In store-and-forward (asynchronous) consultation, clinical data (radiography, photographs and personal information) is stored, before being forwarded electronically for a consultant advice. Available evidence indicates that the store-and-forward application has the potential to prioritise new patient appointments and facilitate patient referrals particularly in certain dentistry disciplines such as orthodontics, oral surgery, and oral medicine. The practices of store-and-forward teledentistry have also proven to be more cost-saving and efficient compared to real-time and in-person consultation. Taking advantage of the information and communication technology and increasingly widespread global connectivity, as well as access to low-cost, secure cloud storage, has the potential to improve referrals and make oral care services more accessible. A number of asynchronous-based referral systems have been developed in other healthcare disciplines in particular teledermatology. These resulted in a reduction in the number of patient referrals and waiting time as well as improved accuracy of diagnosis and treatment outcomes.

Our initial efforts lead to the development of a cloud-based server, “Remote-i”, based on store-and-forward technology, to work as a platform for storage and management of databases. This system enables uploading and storing images and patient information online either directly from a smartphone or computer. Also, the system is capable of image acquisition, entry, storage and retrieval of data through a secured system. Users can access the database using a web-based data and image-viewing app built upon the Remote-i system. GDP can upload patient information along with x-ray images and intraoral photographs to the remote-i for later evaluation by a consultant at a distance. In the teledentistry-based referral model, patients do not need to travel to visit a consultant, as dental specialists can access the database in their convenient time and assess records at a distance to determine whether a case needs a referral to a specialist or can be treated by a locally-based GDP. To ensure data privacy, patients’ data stored on the server are anonymous and unidentifiable, the record for each patient has an ID that corresponds to the hospital/clinic ID, and all users use username and password to access the database. The proposed tele-referral system design process is shown in Figure 1.

Many dental consultants favour direct visual examination of patients to establish a valid diagnostic decision. However, due to the inability of consultants to travel to examine patients in their hometown, a teledentistry-based referral system could provide an opportunity for consultants to identify those for which referral is unnecessary or could be delayed, thus help in a reduction in the number of referrals to specialists. In this way, patients with potentially malignant lesions, or those requiring urgent intervention can be prioritized for assessment by a consultant. This in time, could result in a reduction in time from referral date to the date treatment commenced, thus providing a quick pathway to a consultant. Thus, teledentistry has implications for validation of referrals (and thus by corollary the optimization of waiting times based on risk). From dentists’ perspective, teledentistry has the potential to reduce inappropriate referrals, in certain disciplines like orthodontics, oral medicine, oral surgery and paediatric dentistry, through providing a second opinion and timely information to GDPs for better decision-making and supporting locally-based treatment. Teledentistry could increase the integration of remote dental experts by reducing dental consultants’ need for travel and facilitate interactivity (consultations and sharing of patient health information) between rural practitioners and dental consultants. Reductions in travel time would also result in an increased availability of the dental consultant services at their residence clinics. In the long term, the Remote-i system can be used as a starting point for establishing a wider electronic oral health record. It would also allow dental practitioners to incorporate dentistry into the larger health-care delivery system by enhancing collaboration with other healthcare disciplines.

Telehealth has the capability to connect dental experts anywhere in the world. This is particularly important to the sparsely populated and isolated communities that do not have access to specialist dental care. This technology is particularly attractive because almost all dental practices (in developed countries) are now equipped with a computer, digital camera, radiography, and internet access, even in underserved regions. From a practical approach, it seems reasonable to use technical equipment that is readily available in dental practices, which automatically provide the infrastructure for telehealth solutions. Store-and-forward telehealth can be incorporated into the oral health system to create an efficient and reliable screening system to optimize referrals and prioritize patients’ assessments, and thus offers an alternative (or, at least, an augmentation) to the traditional referral pathway. Historically, telehealth services have been underutilized due to privacy
vulnerability, costs and lack of clear guidelines to regulate teledentistry practice. It is expected that as the technology continues to advance, these issues will not be critical in the near future. Further research is needed to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed system in improving referrals and prioritizing patients’ assessments.
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Figure 1: Flow diagram of the proposed tele-referral system

A GDP uploads records of referred cases to the cloud server for a later evaluation by a consultant at a distance.

A dental expert access the database to assess the records to determine whether it can be referred or delayed or managed locally.

Dental expert at the hub site